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Chapter 3271: revealing trump cards 

Although the fire Phoenix Heart was only a seven-star divine item, the power of the bloodline derived 

from a heart would definitely be far superior to the power of a drop of blood at the same cultivation 

level. 

However, after reaching the seven Star divine level, the power of the divine Phoenix bloodline would 

reach its peak. The nine-star divine level witch Dragon bloodline could still be strengthened. By then, 

Chen Xiaobei’s power would have completely surpassed Liu xuanxin’s. 

Of course, that was something that would happen in the distant future. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei was here, he could use the witch Dragon’s nine transformation to suppress 22 

attacks of the same level. 

Liu xuanxin had temporarily won against Chen Xiaobei, who was at the same level as her. 

dancing Phoenix burns the heavens!!! 

Liu xuanxin’s wings fluttered in the air like a pair of huge sleeves, drawing a beautiful arc in the air. 

The 10,000-meter wings expanded the arc to the maximum. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

Twenty-two streams of enemy power came down like a storm, but they were all blocked by the burning 

arc. They couldn’t penetrate at all, and naturally, they couldn’t hurt the soldiers behind. 

However … 

That was not what the soldiers of bei Xuan faction were worried about. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

It was as if hundreds of nuclear missile silos had exploded at the same time. A terrifying and shocking 

power suddenly erupted in the enemy’s position ahead. 

Just as the bei Xuan soldiers had said, the enemy was well prepared. 

There was no doubt that at this moment, the 300 heaven immortal level battle formations on the 

opposite side had been fully activated. This was definitely not a temporary assembly, but a formation 

that had been formed a long time ago and had probably been waiting for a long time. 

“Activate the formation! Defend!” 

Xiang Yu turned around and shouted at the Army behind him, ” “If we don’t block this wave of attacks, 

everyone will die! 

Of course, Xiang Yu knew that the morale of the Army was not stable, and the soldiers could betray and 

flee at any time. 
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His shout was like a sudden clap of thunder, instantly waking people from their dreams. 

If the soldiers didn’t resist, they wouldn’t be able to escape the range of the enemy’s fire at all and 

would be annihilated in an instant. 

Only by blocking this wave of attacks and taking advantage of the enemy’s inability to continuously use 

the power of the battle formation would they have a chance to escape. 

With that in mind, no matter how low the morale of bei Xuan faction’s soldiers was, no matter how low 

their fighting spirit was, they had no choice but to fight with all their might for their lives. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Fortunately, Xiang Yu had a good command of the Army. All the soldiers under him were well-trained, 

and the formation of the Army itself was the same as the battle formation. It saved them time to form a 

formation, and they could immediately activate the powerful defense. 

The ten battle formations in the front formed the [ fire cloud heavenly evil formation ] and instantly 

weakened the enemy’s attack. 

The twenty battle formations at the back formed the ” four phases absolute killing battle formation “. 

They did not consider attacking and focused on defense. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

This wasn’t the first time they’d had such a confrontation, so the result was naturally not too surprising. 

Although the enemy’s 300 battle formations were powerful, after being weakened, their power was 

reduced by at least 30%, which was equivalent to being forcefully downgraded. 

After Chen Xiaobei’s modification, the four symbols killing battle formation was more powerful than any 

battle formation of the same level. When faced with the attacks of the enemy after their level dropped, 

they naturally had the absolute advantage. 

With a series of terrifying explosions, the power of the enemy’s battle formation was basically offset. 

Every time the battle formation was used, there would be a period of time before it could be used again. 

This period of time was the best time for the bei Xuan faction soldiers to escape. 

“Brothers! Quickly run! If we let the enemy recover, we will all be dead!” 

“Right! Quickly run! If the enemy takes out a high-rank heaven immortal item summoning talisman, we’ll 

all die without a burial place!” 

“Zhufeng Zhenren! I’m sorry! We don’t want to die yet … We can only repay your kindness in our next 

life …” 

As the saying goes, the dam of a thousand li will collapse at the hands of an ant nest. 

When one person defected, it would spread to a large area, and the next step would spread to the 

entire Army, causing everyone to become deserters. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 



However, at this moment, dozens of one-star heaven immortal level battle formations exploded in the 

enemy camp. 

“Not good! The enemy has reinforcements!” 

Seeing this, the beixuan Army wailed in despair. 

Just as the soldiers had said, the enemy’s reinforcements were coming in a steady stream every day. 

The wave of attacks just now came from the original three billion enemy troops. 

The current wave of attacks was obviously from the reinforcements. A conservative estimate would be 

at least 500 million people. 

it’s over … We’re completely done for … We don’t even have the chance to escape … 

“Why … Why is this happening? has general Xiang Yu really been bribed by the enemy? You know that 

we’re all going to die, but you still brought us here …” 

“Detestable! If we don’t take the initiative to attack, we might be able to surrender! The enemy’s 

‘butcher’s knife’ is already above our heads. It’s too late to even surrender …” 

Despair! 

Extreme despair! 

There was no way to escape, not even to surrender! 

The North Mystic Army couldn’t activate the battle formation’s power in a short time. Facing the dozens 

of enemy forces, it was like facing dozens of death gods. Death was inevitable! 

“Why are you panicking!” 

At this moment, Emperor Jiang just smiled indifferently and said, ” “The enemy has probably shown all 

their trump cards, but Zhufeng Zhenren still has his trump cards hidden! I’m almost certain that our side 

will win this battle!” 

Obviously, Emperor Jiang was experienced and calm. He had analyzed the key of the problem through 

many details and even predicted the final result. 

However, the people around him were all ordinary people. At this moment, their minds were in a mess 

and they were in extreme despair. They could be considered tough men if they didn’t pee their pants, 

let alone think about the problem. 

“You new recruit! Was he scared silly? If Zhufeng Zhenren had a trump card, why would he hide like a 

turtle and not show his face?” 

“Our side will win without a doubt? Are you f * cking talking in your sleep? We’ll be wiped out in three 

seconds! The team was annihilated! Do you know what that means?” 

“Stop quarreling … We’re going to die together soon … Why are you still wasting your breath on a 

recruit?” 



There was no doubt that no one would believe in Emperor Jiang in such a situation. In fact, no one 

would even take him seriously. 

However, Emperor Jiang’s heart didn’t waver at all. He just smiled indifferently and said, ” open your 

eyes wide and watch carefully. You’re about to be slapped in the face! 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as Emperor Jiang’s voice fell, the sky had already changed. 

Liu xuanxin did not hesitate to take the attack head-on. 

Seeing the scene before their eyes, everyone revealed an incredulous expression. 

A peak earth level deity fighting against dozens of heaven immortal level powers? Wasn’t this courting 

death? How could there be any suspense? 

“Clang! 

But the next moment, Liu xuanxin revealed the trump card that Chen Xiaobei gave her. 

The demon Sage bone saber! 
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Chapter 3272: fight to the death 

 “Whoosh …” 

After the upgrade, the demon Mystic bone saber had become a middle-stage one-star heaven immortal 

artifact. Sixty billion upper-grade spiritual energy had been consumed in an instant, and an extremely 

terrifying power was unleashed. 

A white vital essence suddenly burst out and transformed into a four-thousand-meter-tall white bone 

giant demon. 

This skeleton demon had eight Spider-like claws. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

The claws tore through the void with terrifying power. Wherever they passed, the power of the enemy’s 

celestial immortal-level battle formation was instantly blocked. 

One had to know that the enemy’s battle formation was only at the early stage of one-star heaven 

immortal realm, which was a minor realm’s gap from the dark Demon bone saber. 

Although it was only a minor realm, when one reached the celestial immortal level, this gap was simply 

too great to make up for. It could even be a gap of more than ten times. 

Unless those dozens of battle formations could form an even larger battle formation and combine their 

power to the maximum, they would definitely not be a match for the dark Demon bone saber. They 

would not even pose any threat. 

That was why Liu xuanxin was not afraid of any attacks as long as she had the saber in her hand. 
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“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

The eight arms of the white bone giant Magic Image waved wildly as if it was swatting flies, blocking and 

wiping out the power of the enemy’s battle formation. 

Seeing this, the bei Xuan faction soldiers who were about to run away in despair felt as if they had been 

slapped in the face. At the same time, they were reinvigorated with hope. 

“Heavens! How could general Liu xuanxin have such a terrifying heaven immortal instrument? Did … Did 

master Zhufeng give her this?” 

“Is … Is this the trump card of Zhufeng Zhenren? Who is he? this is unbelievable!” 

“We’ve all underestimated master Zhufeng! If he joined the battle, it was very likely that he would 

change everything! I’m afraid that this heaven immortal item isn’t the ultimate trump card of master 

Zhufeng!” 

“It seems like we don’t need to escape! If you work hard, you might be able to defeat the enemy. From 

now on, you can live a good life with master Zhufeng!” 

“You’re right! Brothers! Don’t give up! ‘Master Zhufeng has joined the battle. We have a chance of 

winning!’ He clenched his teeth and fought this battle! Our future days will be wonderful!” 

“Go all out! Let’s fight together with master Zhufeng … Brothers! I’m going all out …” 

Facts speak louder than words! 

Even Emperor Jiang and six-eared macaque were not as good as Liu xuanxin. 

Before this, all of the beixuan soldiers had fallen into despair and thought that they would lose the 

battle. Some of them even called Chen Xiaobei a coward. 

But at this moment, the soldiers who thought they would lose, the soldiers who mocked Chen Xiaobei, 

and the soldiers who wanted to run away were all slapped in the face by reality. 

However, they knew that they would only have a good life if they followed Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, the slap in the face did not make them feel hatred. Instead, it reinvigorated their scattered 

morale, and their will to fight and fighting spirit condensed again. 

If Chen Xiaobei gave the order, they would fight with their lives on the line. 

This wasn’t just for the royal city of beixuan. It was for the future of every soldier and family! 

As long as they followed Chen Xiaobei, their future would be happy! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

However, at this moment, 30 figures suddenly flew out from the enemy’s Army. 

That’s right! 

These were the thirty reincarnated ancient Immortals who had gotten involved in the Nanzhan state’s 

dispute. 



It would take some time before the battle formations could be activated again. If Liu xuanxin were to 

launch a fierce attack during this period of time, the local army would definitely be thrown into chaos. 

Because of this, the 30 reincarnated ancient Celestials had no choice but to charge forward to stop Liu 

xuanxin. 

“Liu xuanxin! Where did you get that heaven immortal artifact?” 

A burly Man in Black armor flew out first. 

His name was yuwencheng, a reincarnated ancient immortal of the tribe of humanity. He was one of the 

most powerful generals in the Sui and Tang dynasties. 

“Cut the crap!” 

Liu xuanxin’s face was cold and murderous. “I’ll give you a chance to surrender. If you don’t cherish it, 

don’t blame me for being merciless!” 

“Amitabha!” 

At this moment, an ancient deity of the Buddhist sect flew out and laughed in disdain, ” “Do you think a 

mere one-star middle-stage heaven immortal artifact can do anything to us?” 

This person had a fat head and big ears, and his body was as fat as a pig. His Dharma name was Zen 

Master guangding, and he was an out-and-out flowery monk when he was alive. 

“Since you want to die, I’ll make you my first target!” On earth, Liu xuanxin was already a heroine from 

an ancient sect. In the earth-god Realm, she was even more decisive and hesitant. 

“Foolish!” 

At this time, another ancient deity flew over and took out a summoning talisman. He said indifferently, ” 

this is a two-star earth-god instrument summoning talisman. As long as I want to, you and the 300 

million soldiers behind you will not be able to escape! 

This person’s Daoist name was Gu Yue Zhenren. He was a fourth generation disciple of the clan of 

enlightenment. The immortal talisman in his hand was probably obtained recently. Otherwise, this 

battle would have ended long ago. 

“What? A two-star heaven immortal? This … How is this possible?” 

what?! Liu xuanxin’s face turned pale as she suppressed her killing intent. 

No matter how powerful she was, no matter how decisive she was, she would never dare to face the 

summoning talisman of a two-star heaven immortal artifact head-on. 

This was no different from suicide. 

“Why are you so scared? Didn’t you want to kill all of us?” Perfected Gu Yue let out a mocking sneer, like 

an old cat mocking a little mouse that had nowhere to run. 

As soon as he said that, all the reincarnated ancient Immortals on the enemy’s side sneered. 



In their eyes, Liu xuanxin’s death was certain. It was ridiculous that she still wanted to kill them all. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, Liu xuanxin did not back down. Instead, she started to burn her spiritual Qi again to activate 

the power of the demon Mystic bone saber. 

After a short hesitation, Liu xuanxin’s will to fight was greatly reduced. 

However, her heart was filled with trust in Chen Xiaobei. She trusted him unconditionally and was even 

willing to bet her life on him. 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted her to fight, she would fight to the death! 

“Is this woman crazy?” The thirty reincarnated ancient Immortals were all dumbfounded. 

Not only was Liu xuanxin fearless, but she was also ready to fight? 

This was simply unbelievable! It was completely not in line with the logic of a normal person! 

“Woof!” 

Liu xuanxin did not explain or hesitate. She swung the dark Demon bone blade at the 30 reincarnation 

ancient Immortals. 

The huge white bone Devil appeared again and pounced like a lion hunting a rabbit. 

“You don’t know what’s good for you!” 

Perfected Gu Yue squinted, his killing intent instantly bursting out. your people, all of you can go to 

hell!!! 
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 “Swish!” 

Perfected Gu Yue raised the two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman high, as if he was 

raising the butcher’s knife of the death god! 

If it was crushed by a two-star heaven immortal’s power, the white bone giant demon would be 

instantly destroyed, and even the dark Demon bone saber would completely collapse! 

Liu xuanxin, the higher-ups of bei Xuan faction, the 300 million soldiers, Emperor Jiang, and six-eared 

macaque were all going to die! 

The difference of one major realm represented an absolute suppression and a huge advantage in the 

realm of heaven Immortals! 

It wasn’t an overstatement to say that once the power of this celestial talisman was activated, the battle 

on the northern Battlefront would be completely settled and the Alliance Army would win! 

In this way, perfected Gu Yue would be able to obtain the merit for stopping the war! 
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Moreover, the northern gate of bei Xuan faction would be completely opened, and the enemy could 

enter directly and cause a fatal blow to bei Xuan faction! 

There was no doubt that this would be an extremely destructive result! 

Once it became a reality, bei Xuan faction would never be able to rise again in the Nanzhan state! 

Hearing perfected Gu Yue’s voice, bei Xuan faction’s soldiers let out a mournful wail again. 

this can’t be … The enemy has such a trump card … Is general Liu xuanxin going to commit suicide? ” 

“It’s completely hopeless! Even if master Zhufeng was here, he wouldn’t be able to turn the tide of the 

battle, let alone general Liu xuanxin!” 

“Put down your weapons … We’ve been surrounded by the god of death. Death is destined to come. No 

one can escape …” 

The soldiers wailed, trembled, and their mental states collapsed one after another. Their bodies were 

weak, and their weapons fell to the ground. 

There was no greater sorrow than a dead heart! 

In front of the two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman, all the soldiers fell into a state that 

was even more terrifying than despair. Let alone fighting spirit and fighting spirit, they couldn’t even 

muster up the slightest desire to live. 

If the King of Hell wanted you dead at midnight, who would dare to keep you alive until midnight? 

In the soldiers ‘eyes, their fate had already been decided. Survival was just a meaningless struggle that 

could not change anything. 

“Die!” 

Perfected Gu Yue looked down at the entire scene and suddenly let out a roar. He was ready to swing 

his butcher’s knife and clear the battlefield to stop the battle! 

“It’s not good!” 

However, at this moment, a panicked voice came from behind and interrupted perfected Gu Yue’s 

thoughts. 

“What’s going on? Can’t you see that I’m about to use my trump card?” Perfected Gu Yue snorted 

coldly, extremely displeased. 

A Sentinel rushed over on a flying sword and said anxiously, ” “Our rear … Our rear is under attack! 

Three hundred million soldiers disappeared into thin air … You! Quickly go and take a look!” 

“What? An enemy attack? 300 million soldiers had disappeared? How is this possible?” As soon as he 

said this, not only perfected Gu Yue, but every reincarnated ancient immortal at the scene showed a 

look of disbelief. 

The enemy was right in front of them, how could they attack from behind? 



There was no movement at all, so how could 300 million soldiers disappear? 

This was simply unbelievable! The 30 reincarnated ancient Celestials racked their brains but still could 

not figure out what was going on. 

it might be Chen Zhufeng! Yuwencheng had experienced hundreds of battles, and he made a guess at 

the first moment. 

“That’s right!” 

of course! Zen Master guangding nodded and said, ” in the earth-god Realm, only Chen Zhufeng can do 

something that can’t be explained by common sense! 

Chen … Chen Zhufeng!? 

The moment perfected Gu Yue heard Chen Xiaobei’s name, she became nervous and said without 

hesitation, ” “Go! We’ll immediately reinforce the rear! Otherwise, Chen Zhufeng will definitely destroy 

our Army!” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

However, at this moment, the skeletal troll had already waved its eight demonic claws, which were like 

heavenly pillars hooking the moon, and enveloped the heads of the thirty people present. 

“Shit …” 

Perfected Gu Yue was instantly caught in a dilemma. Although he had a two-star heaven immortal 

artifact summoning talisman, he only had one. 

If he activated the talisman now, he would not be able to deal with Chen Xiaobei. 

If they did not activate the talismans now, the 30 reincarnated ancient Celestials would be slaughtered 

by Liu xuanxin. 

“I can’t care so much! Chen Zhufeng is the biggest enemy of chanism. Nothing else matters!” 

Gu Yue Zhenren did not have time to think, he made up his mind and ran away. 

To the disciples of the clan of enlightenment, killing Chen Xiaobei was their top priority. The victory or 

defeat of the war and the ownership of the Nanzhan state were secondary. 

As the saying goes,’better a fellow Daoist than a poor one’. 

Perfected Gu Yue didn’t even say a word and immediately ran away. 

“What are you running for?” 

The remaining 29 reincarnated ancient Immortals were instantly dumbfounded, and it was too late for 

them to run. 

He could only curse at perfected Gu Yue’s ancestors a million times in his heart. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 



The eight demonic arms slashed down and instantly tore the bodies of the eight reincarnated ancient 

Immortals into pieces as if they were vegetables. 

The terrifying power enveloped the space, directly shattering their Dharma bodies and cutting down 

their nascent souls, not giving them any way to live. 

Eight people were killed, and the remaining twenty-one people used all their strength to escape. 

Unfortunately, they were only at the peak of the earth immortal realm, which was more than one realm 

lower than the white bone troll. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The eight demonic arms arrived first and blocked most of the People’s retreat like crazy demons. 

In an instant, the twelve reincarnated ancient Immortals were completely annihilated. 

The last nine reincarnated ancient Immortals were more fortunate and had already run far away. 

“Swish!” 

However, Liu xuanxin had already said that if they did not surrender, she would kill them all! 

This sentence was not a joke! 

The white bone troll burned the last of its energy to increase its speed and instantly caught up. 

“Uh … Oh uh … Ah …” 

One could only hear waves of miserable shrieks erupting. Including yuwencheng and Zen Master 

guangding, the last nine reincarnated ancient Immortals were all wiped out! 

“Whoosh …” 

The white bone giant fiend Dharma slowly disappeared. Liu xuanxin flew toward the enemy’s formation 

with her saber in her hand. 

Seeing this, the three hundred million soldiers of bei Xuan faction went into a frenzy. 

“Heavens! Am I dreaming? Not only did general Liu xuanxin not die, but he had also killed all 29 of the 

enemy’s generals! This is crazy!” 

“This is all thanks to master Zhufeng! He would hide behind the enemy and deal a fatal blow! He won 

general Liu xuanxin a chance to kill him in one strike!” 

“Zhufeng Zhenren is so awesome! We should have absolute trust in Him! Don’t be scared by the 

enemy’s trump card again!” 

“That’s right! We must believe in master Zhufeng! As long as he’s here, we’ll win this battle without a 

doubt!” 

“Believe in master Zhufeng! All of the enemy’s methods are just paper tigers!” 

“Long live Zhufeng Zhenren … Long live Zhufeng Zhenren …” 



Bei Xuan faction’s side cheered. After going through the life and death trial, the three hundred million 

soldiers ‘mental state had changed greatly. 

They started to have absolute trust in Chen Xiaobei and slowly became his followers. 

At the same time, fear and despair began to erupt in the enemy’s Army! 

The situation of the battle had been completely reversed! 
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 “Swish!” 

Liu xuanxin held the mystic demon bone saber in her hand and had a pair of phoenix wings on her back. 

She was like a goddess of war as she flew above the enemy. 

Seeing this scene, the enemy’s Army of nearly four billion let out howls of despair. 

“What’s going on? Why did perfected Gu Yue run away? The remaining twenty-nine were almost all 

killed by this woman. There’s no way we can fight this battle …” 

our battle formation can’t be activated for the second time. Once that woman attacks, we’ll all be killed! 

“We’re dead … I’ve long heard that bei Xuan faction is not to be trifled with! Among the top ten forces, 

Tianji city, hollow Jade temple, gods ‘Palace, and heavenly Yin Hall had all been destroyed by bei Xuan 

faction! The Xuanyuan family has even joined bei Xuan faction!” 

“That’s right … Bei Xuan faction is already the Overlord of the earth-god Realm! Even if we form an 

alliance, we can’t afford to offend them … If all our generals die in battle, we’re dead for sure …” 

These soldiers were originally from an Alliance of different forces. Now that their leading general had 

died, they became a pile of loose sand. 

The morale of the Army collapsed rapidly, and their fighting spirit and fighting spirit completely 

collapsed. 

On bei Xuan faction’s side, Emperor Jiang was there to stabilize the morale of the troops, and Liu 

xuanxin was there to boost the morale. 

However, the Alliance Army no longer had a pillar of support. Once their morale was scattered, they 

would not be able to gather it back together. Their fighting spirit had also disappeared. 

At this point, the battle situation had been completely reversed! 

To the enemy’s four billion soldiers, death was their only ending! He couldn’t even escape! 

bei Xuan faction is a righteous faction! We will not kill any surrendered soldiers! 

Liu xuanxin looked down and used her ethereal force to make her voice spread to everyone’s ears. 

“From now on, put down your weapons, kneel down, and surrender, and you can live! Those who don’t 

surrender will be killed without mercy!” 
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What Chen Xiaobei needed was to stop the war and unify the Nanzhan state, not to kill. 

Liu xuanxin knew Chen Xiaobei the best, so she knew what to do. 

The moment he said this, the enemy Army all revealed expressions of surprise and joy. 

“What? That female general didn’t kill us? This is great! I thought I was dead for sure!” 

“I surrender! We are willing to surrender! I heard that the territories under bei Xuan faction are 

completely tax free! In fact, we’ve long wanted to become citizens of the beixuan dynasty!” 

“We also surrender! We have the elderly and the young at home, we can’t die Here!” 

“Let’s all surrender … This is our best choice! We’ll follow bei Xuan faction and change the entire 

Nanzhan state completely! We’ll welcome a brand new life!” 

Without a doubt, Liu xuanxin’s possession of the mystic demon bone saber meant that she had the 

power to decide his life and death! Just based on this point, no one dared to not surrender! 

Apart from that, the bei Xuan faction’s reputation had already spread throughout the entire Nanzhan 

state! The enemy soldiers knew that they would have a good life if they followed bei Xuan faction! 

Thinking about himself, thinking about his family, thinking about the future, there was no reason not to 

surrender! 

All of a sudden, more than four billion enemy soldiers dropped their weapons and knelt on the ground, 

choosing to surrender with all their hearts. 

Seeing this, bei Xuan faction’s Army was in an uproar! 

“We won! We actually won! An enemy Army ten times our size is now kneeling in front of us. This is 

simply unbelievable!” 

“This is too good! I can boast about this battle for the rest of my life! It’s simply too satisfying!” 

“Don’t forget! This was all thanks to master Zhufeng! Long live Zhu Feng Zhenren … Long live … Long live 

…” 

Reversing the strong enemy, winning with a small number! 

This kind of victory was the best victory! 

Bei Xuan faction’s soldiers were as desperate as they were in despair just now! 

The release of his emotions after extreme depression was countless times more pleasurable than 

releasing the power of desolation! 

Of course, the soldiers knew very well that this was all Chen Xiaobei’s credit. If not for Chen Xiaobei, 

they would be the ones kneeling and surrendering. 

Many of them had already become Chen Xiaobei’s followers, and now, all 300 million beixuan soldiers 

had become Chen Xiaobei’s followers. 

Absolute trust! He absolutely worshipped her! He was absolutely grateful! 



It was no exaggeration to say that after this battle, Chen Xiaobei had become a God in their hearts! 

The invincible God of War! 

…… 

At the same time, at the rear of the enemy. 

Chen Xiaobei held the ‘Northern Mystic prison painting’ in his hand, and with a thought, he released 300 

million enemies. 

No! 

To be precise, it should be 300 million loyal dogs! 

Just now, Chen Xiaobei had gone behind the enemy and activated the power of the sky-imprisoning 

painting. He had used an invisible storm to force the 300 million enemy soldiers into the painting. 

It was this God-level operation that lured perfected Gu Yue away, allowing Liu xuanxin to dominate the 

front line and completely reverse the situation. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not want to kill for nothing. He immediately exchanged for 300 million high-

grade heavenly dog food and fed it to all the soldiers, making them his loyal dogs. 

Chen Xiaobei let them out again, while he activated the stealth ability of his Nightstalker outfit and hid 

himself among the crowd. 

They were just waiting for Gu Yue Zhenren to walk into the trap. 

“Where is he? Where’s Chen Zhufeng?” 

Very quickly, perfected Gu Yue had already flown back. With one hand holding the two-star heaven 

immortal item summoning talisman and the other grabbing the Sentry’s collar, he roared angrily, ” 

“Who attacked you? How could 300 million soldiers disappear? Are you f * cking playing with me?” 

I … I wouldn’t dare to trick you … the guard pointed at the 300 million soldiers that Chen Xiaobei had just 

released.”This Is the Army formation that disappeared into thin air! Why did it appear out of thin air 

again …” 

“Numbing! And you still say you’re not playing with me!” 

Perfected Gu Yue was extremely furious, his eyes were about to spit fire, ” “Your fake news has cost the 

lives of 29 of my allies! He had even ruined this battle that he was sure to win! Speak! Are you Chen 

Zhufeng’s spy?” 

“I’m innocent … I’m innocent …” 

The Sentry was so scared that he peed his pants and trembled. “If you don’t believe me, you can go 

down and ask those soldiers! They had really disappeared into thin air just now! If I lie, I will be struck by 

lightning and die a horrible death!” 

“Good! This is the last time I’ll believe you!” Gu Yue Zhenren’s mind moved, and he directly rushed to 

the Army formation below, he must ask clearly. 



However, perfected Gu Yue would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei was hiding in the middle of the 

Army, and that the entire Army was filled with Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs. 

If perfected Gu Yue flew down, not only would he not be able to get anything out of him, he would also 

lose his life! 

“Beixuan! Qiutian!” 

In the void, a low roar was heard. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

Immediately after, an invisible storm was triggered, not giving perfected Gu Yue any time to react. 

“Swish!” 

The absolutely overwhelming speed and power directly swept perfected Gu Yue into the space in the 

picture. 

Under the underworld mountain armor, even if he had a two-star heaven immortal item summoning 

talisman, it would be of no use. 

At this point, the northern Battlefront had completely stopped fighting! 

A huge amount of merit suddenly descended! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3275: turning to the southern front 

 [ding! You have ended the war. You have been rewarded with 1000 billion merit points!] 

[ding! You have protected the people of the world. You have been rewarded with 1000 billion merit 

points!] 

[your current merit points are 8117.67 billion.(Charm: 811.767 billion, luck: 811.767 billion! 

The scale of this war was even larger than that of the Videha, involving nearly five billion people on both 

sides. 

However, the area involved in the war was not considered large. It might only be the size of a sanctuary. 

Therefore, two trillion merit points was a reasonable number. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei was much calmer. After all, he had seen the six trillion in Videha before, so he 

was not surprised. 

But then again, I already have eight trillion merit points, but I don’t think I’ve upgraded to the sixth 

human Emperor yet … 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. it seems like it’s harder to level up the higher the level of 

the human Sovereign realm! In order not to be downgraded, I can’t squander my merit points at will. 

Otherwise, I can exchange them for a high-rank heaven immortal tool in minutes!” 
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“No, that’s not right … Even if I were to trade for a high-rank heaven immortal artifact, I wouldn’t be 

able to activate it! A three-star heaven immortal level Yin Yang life and death Ring alone requires thirty 

trillion upper spiritual energy. I’m afraid I can’t activate it freely until I reach the heaven immortal 

world!” 

Chen Xiaobei had a rough plan in his mind. 

Becoming the Emperor of the nine Heavens was naturally his top priority! 

Once it was completed, Chen Xiaobei would be able to exchange it for an elixir that would allow him to 

ascend to the celestial realm. 

For this reason, Chen Xiaobei could not waste his merit points to prevent his Emperor level from 

dropping. 

More importantly, one Ascension elixir might not be enough. Chen Xiaobei still needed to fight nine 

Emperor-level opponents! 

This was because Chen Xiaobei valued family and friendship the most. 

Chen Xiaobei did not need to worry about his friends and brothers, but his parents worried him. 

Although his parents had both reached the peak of the earth immortal realm, they were severely lacking 

in combat experience. It was extremely dangerous for them to barely pass the Tribulation. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s filial piety, even if his parents had a 99% chance of ascending and only a 1% chance 

of failure, Chen Xiaobei would not let them go through the Tribulation on their own. 

In order to ensure his parents ‘safety, Chen Xiaobei had to challenge the Emperor-level for the second 

time. 

Because of this, although there was a lot of merit, it could not be spent recklessly. 

not spending freely doesn’t mean not spending … I’ll exchange for five billion high-grade heavenly dog 

food first! 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the merit points ledger. 

[ding! You have successfully exchanged for a merit point reward. 5 billion merit points have been 

deducted!] 

[your current merit points are 8112.67 billion.(Charm: 811.267 billion, luck: 811.267 billion! 

Obviously, these five billion pieces of dog food were prepared for the enemy soldiers who had 

surrendered! 

These soldiers came from different forces and originally had different beliefs, so it was difficult to 

manage them all. 

More importantly, even though they had surrendered, it was hard to guarantee that they would not be 

influenced by other forces when they returned home and become enemies with bei Xuan clan again. 

Therefore, the most direct solution was to turn all these people into loyal dogs. 



This way, they would be 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei and would only serve bei Xuan faction from now on. 

The entire process went smoothly. 

Chen Xiaobei flew back to the front of the Army and worked with the beixuan Army to deliver the dog 

food to every enemy. 

The four billion enemy soldiers had all become Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs. 

[ you have gained 9.3 billion new believers! ] The total number of believers was 90.3 billion! (Only ‘100 

million’ as the unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

The three hundred million bei Xuan soldiers and four billion enemy soldiers had all become Chen 

Xiaobei’s followers. 

“Exchange! A level nine heavenly Dao life Halo!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately used the believers to Max out his lifespan aura. 

[ you have exchanged for a level 9 heavenly Dao life Halo. Nine billion new believers have been 

consumed. ] 

Chen Xiaobei had already verified that in the earth-god Realm, the upper limit of each Halo was level 

nine! 

At present, his cultivation Halo and life Halo had both reached their upper limits. 

If he could gain more followers, he would be able to activate the third Halo. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei handed over the command of the four billion soldiers to Xiang Yu. 

The next objective of the operation became very clear! 

It was to use the enemy’s soldiers to attack the enemy’s territory and completely conquer all the cities 

in the northern part of jambu. 

The enemy’s soldiers had become bei Xuan faction’s soldiers, causing the enemy to lose their combat 

power completely while bei Xuan faction’s combat power soared! 

There was basically no suspense in the subsequent battles. 

It was only a matter of time before beixuan’s Army unified the entire northern part of the Nanzhan 

state. 

As for the remaining one billion or so high-grade heavenly dog biscuits, Chen Xiaobei gave them all to 

Xiangyu. In the subsequent battles, he could recruit some important people to ensure peace after the 

war. 

…… 

The battle was over, but Chen Xiaobei could not stop. 



That was because the war in the South had not been resolved, and the crisis was still there. 

Chen Xiaobei did not rest for even a minute. He brought Di Jiang and six-eared macaque to the 

teleportation portal and went straight to the front of the southern Battlefront! 

…… 

The situation at the southern Battlefront was similar to that of the northern Battlefront. 

There were only about 300 million soldiers in beixuan’s Army, while the enemy’s numbers were about 

four billion. 

As for the battle generals, the enemy still had 30 reincarnated ancient Immortals, while bei Xuan clan 

only had 11. 

Ying Zheng was the Commander-in-Chief, with Zhao Yun, Lu Bu, Xiaobai, Sirius, and the five core 

disciples of bei Xuan faction who were personally promoted by Chen Xiaobei. 

In addition, there was Luo puti, who had come to help later. 

When Chen Xiaobei arrived at the front line, all 11 of them were standing guard at their position. It 

seemed like they had not rested for days. 

“Bro bei! You’re finally here! We can’t hold on much longer …” 

As the Commander-in-Chief of the southern Warzone, Ying Zheng was under a lot of pressure. He finally 

breathed a sigh of relief when he saw Chen Xiaobei. 

It must be known that although the combat power of the enemies on the north and south lines were 

similar, the general environment of the southern Warzone was quite complicated. 

Because of this, the forest, the swamp, the miasma, the poisonous insects, the beasts … All kinds of 

variables had caused great trouble for the Army of North Mystic. 

For this reason, although the southern battle area of bei Xuan faction had two more high-level peak 

earth Immortals than the northern battle area, the actual battle situation was much more difficult and 

dangerous than the northern battle area. 

Ying Zheng had not slept for more than ten days in a row, fearing that the front line would collapse. Not 

only would he disappoint Chen Xiaobei, but he would also open the southern gate, placing the core of 

bei Xuan faction under the enemy’s swords and Spears, and bring about the destruction of the entire 

faction. 

“Don’t worry,” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei smiled. since I’ve taken care of the northern Battlefront, the southern 

Battlefront will be a piece of cake! 

Everyone was shocked. how … How is this possible?! Why didn’t we receive any news of such a large-

scale Super Battle?” 
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3276 Facing Gu Yue directly 

“Speed is the most important thing in war. I teleported here right after the battle over there ended!” 

Xiangyu and the others are busy cleaning up the battlefield. They didn’t have time to inform you! Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“Heavens! Bro bei! You’re too awesome!” 

what? ” Lu Bu was dumbfounded, ” I heard from Xiangyu that the northern Battlefront is in a state of 

emergency, and they could lose at any time! Who would have thought that bro bei’s first move would 

turn the situation around! It’s simply too awesome!” 

“He’s indeed powerful!” 

Zhao Yun’s eyes were also wide open as she exclaimed,”Just a moment ago, we were all worried that 

the north and south Battlefront would be defeated and that bei Xuan faction would be completely 

annihilated! I didn’t expect the situation to have such a shocking reversal!” 

“My bro bei is my bro bei! He was omnipotent! He’s invincible!” Sky Wolf shook its head as it ran to 

Chen Xiaobei’s side. It rubbed its head against Chen Xiaobei’s body like a clingy pet dog. 

this time … I’m convinced … Xiaobai had always been cold, but this time, she had to admit that she was 

convinced by Chen Xiaobei. 

The remaining five core disciples of bei Xuan faction were full of praise for Chen Xiaobei. 

alright, stop complimenting me. Let’s talk about the actual situation of the battlefield! 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was unmoved by all the compliments. 

However, Chen Xiaobei noticed that Luo puti did not say a word. This was enough to prove that the 

danger of this battle far exceeded that of the northern Battlefront. 

Don’t forget, Luo puti had already received the inheritance of the first Saint Duke Empress from the 

prehistoric times! 

Not to mention being invincible among her peers, Luo puti would not even be afraid of a half-step 

heaven immortal. 

But at this moment, her face was full of anxiety. Her beautiful Phoenix eyes were even more worried, as 

if she could not see any chance of victory. 

the enemy’s generals and soldiers can still be dealt with. The important thing is that the local forces 

have a super trump card! 

Luo puti finally spoke. Her tone was cold and she was still the Ice Queen, ” “That’s a two-star heaven 

immortal item summoning talisman! Once it’s used, we’ll all be annihilated!” 
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As soon as he said this, the expressions of the surrounding people became very ugly, and no one said 

anything. 

It was clear that everyone knew that a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman was enough 

to end this super decisive battle that involved half of the Nanzhan state. 

However, Chen Xiaobei, Di Jiang, and six-eared macaque were all relaxed. They even started to laugh. 

“What are you laughing at? I’m not joking!” Luo puti was very serious and even a little angry. 

At this critical moment of life and death, these three guys could still laugh. It was simply too infuriating. 

“Isn’t it just a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman?” of course not! Chen Xiaobei 

laughed. the enemy in the northern Warzone had one too, but I still took it down easily! 

how … How is this possible?! As soon as he said that, everyone was even more shocked. 

“Are you telling the truth?” Luo puti could not believe her ears. No matter how hard she racked her 

brain, she could not figure out how Chen Xiaobei did it. 

“Come! I’ll take you to see it!” Chen Xiaobei took out the ‘Northern Mystic prison painting’ and brought 

Luo puti into the space inside the painting. 

“Chen Zhufeng! You extremely cunning brat! Let me out! If you have the guts, let me out! I want to fight 

you one-on-one!” 

After perfected Gu Yue was sucked into the map, he could not escape no matter how hard he tried. At 

this moment, he was like a madman, constantly roaring at the surrounding chaotic space. 

He had a high chance of winning the battle in the northern Warzone, but he had been completely 

defeated by Chen Xiaobei. 

It was as if he had fallen from heaven to hell. Perfected Gu Yue’s heart had suffered a huge blow, and his 

spirit had also been violently stimulated, making him look like he had gone crazy. 

“Are you sure you want to have a one-on-one fight with me?” 

Chen Xiaobei brought Luo puti into the chaotic space and stopped not far away from perfected Gu Yue. 

he … He’s the enemy commander of the northern Warzone!? 

Luo Yang had seen the war zone’s intelligence before, so he recognized Gu Yue at a glance. 

“Chen Zhufeng! You’ve finally come!” 

Perfected Gu Yue’s eyes were blood red, filled with endless hatred. 

In his hand, he was still holding the two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman, which he had 

yet to activate. 

He looked crazy, but his mind was still very clear! 

To him, this celestial talisman was not only a trump card to win, but also a trump card to save his life. As 

long as he held this celestial talisman, he would still have a chance to turn the tables. 



Because of this, after he was taken into the map, he had not activated the power of the celestial 

talisman. 

In other words, he was waiting for Chen Xiaobei to appear. 

“Swish!” 

Perfected Gu Yue raised the two-star heaven immortal instrument summoning talisman high and 

laughed wildly, ” “Chen Zhufeng! I really don’t understand you! Sometimes, you’re more cunning than a 

ghost and a Fox! But sometimes, you’re so stupid that there’s no cure!” 

“How dare you appear in front of me? Don’t you know that I have a two-star heaven immortal item 

summoning talisman? Don’t you know that as long as I want to, you will be destroyed and never be able 

to reincarnate? He didn’t know anything! Don’t you think you’re stupid?” 

The hatred and killing intent on perfected Gu Yue’s body were mixed together, emitting a wild and 

bloodthirsty aura. 

It felt like he was a hungry beast that wanted to skin Chen Xiaobei alive and swallow him whole, even his 

bones. 

“Xiaobei! Be careful!” 

Luo puti was very nervous and immediately stood in front of Chen Xiaobei to protect him. 

Luo puti did not know the power of the northern Mystic prison painting. She just wanted to protect 

Chen Xiaobei. 

In Luo puti’s eyes, the two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman was an absolutely 

unstoppable killing weapon! Once it was activated, Chen Xiaobei’s life would be in danger. 

At this critical moment of life and death, Luo puti stood in front of Chen Xiaobei without a second 

thought. 

It was clear that she loved this man deeply, even more than her own life. 

“Idiot! I’m your man! I won’t bring you here to risk your life, and I definitely won’t ask you to protect 

me!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled lovingly and pulled Luo puti’s hand back to his side. 

“What are you doing? Why aren’t you running?” 

Luo puti was so nervous that she did not listen to Chen Xiaobei’s sweet talk. 

“What’s there to escape?” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei smiled. since I dared to bring you here, I must have the confidence to take 

on that talisman! 

this … This can’t be … Luo puti was stunned. 



At the same time, perfected Gu Yue was also extremely shocked. His eyes turned around, and his brain 

was calculating at an extreme speed. 

“Didn’t you want to activate the immortal talisman’s power? Hurry up!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled devilishly. Not only was he not afraid, he even urged, ” “Why are you hesitating? 

Hurry up! I am very busy! I don’t have time to waste with you!” 
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3277 Decisive battle in the South 

What was going on? 

Perfected Gu Yue did not activate the two-star divine instrument summoning talisman, but Chen Xiaobei 

was urging him to activate it? 

What was this? Was he courting death? 

Luo puti was stunned by what she saw. She could not understand what Chen Xiaobei was trying to do. 

Perfected Gu Yue was also dumbfounded. He had seen many people who sought death, but this was the 

first time he had seen someone like Chen Xiaobei. 

But this was the effect that Chen Xiaobei wanted! 

With the Mount Ming armor, Chen Xiaobei could guarantee his and Luo puti’s safety. 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei could plan more things and not just defeat perfected Gu Yue! 

Originally, perfected Gu Yue would not hesitate to activate the power of the two-star heaven immortal 

item summoning talisman. 

However, after Chen Xiaobei’s crazy actions, perfected Gu Yue was left dumbfounded. 

Perfected Gu Yue could not help but wonder why Chen Xiaobei would do that. 

Was Chen Xiaobei plotting something again? 

There was no doubt that in the eyes of his enemies, especially in perfected Gu Yue’s mind, Chen Xiaobei 

was a cunning and cunning man. 

Because of that, perfected Gu Yue was certain that Chen Xiaobei would not seek his own death. 

This was all part of Chen Xiaobei’s plan. 

Perfected Gu Yue had reason to suspect that if he used the summoning talisman, which was a two-star 

heaven-immortal instrument, he would fall into Chen Xiaobei’s trap. 

With this thought in mind, perfected Gu Yue, who clearly had a two-star heaven immortal artifact 

summoning talisman in his hand, suddenly did not dare to use it. 

It was obvious! This was Chen Xiaobei’s plan! 
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He took the initiative to court death, making Gu Yue Zhenren suspicious, this was the perfect stalling 

tactic! 

“You’re not making a move! I won’t be polite!” 

Chen Xiaobei saw the truth and walked towards Gu Yue with a frivolous smile on his face. 

Xiaobei … Luo puti was worried that Chen Xiaobei would never come back. 

However, from Chen Xiaobei’s expression and actions, it was clear that he did not take Gu Yue seriously. 

That was why Luo puti did not stop him even though she was worried. 

At the same time, Gu Yue noticed Chen Xiaobei’s expression and actions. The more carefree Chen 

Xiaobei was, the more suspicious Gu Yue became, and the more she did not dare to use the two-star 

summoning talisman. 

Ling jiuxiao!!! 

Just as perfected Gu Yue was hesitating, Chen Xiaobei activated the witch Dragon’s nine transformation. 

“Swish!” 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei appeared in front of perfected Gu Yue! 

“Heavenly flame! Shatter mountains and rivers!” 

Before perfected Gu Yue could react, he heard a battle roar filled with killing intent erupting in front of 

him! 

“BOOM!” 

Chen Xiaobei clenched his right fist, and the witch Dragon Flame burst out! 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei’s fist was like a meteorite burning with purple-gold flames, crashing into 

perfected Gu Yue’s body. 

pfft … Argh!!! 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was not as high as perfected Gu Yue’s, the witch Dragon Flame’s 

power was one level higher than her! 

The witch Dragon heavenly flame was like the vanguard! Instantly incinerating perfected Gu Yue’s 

physical body, followed by his Dharmakaya directly exploding! 

Chen Xiaobei’s fist followed closely behind, crushing perfected Gu Yue’s body and nascent soul! 

One punch! 

Perfected Gu Yue was dead! 

“Whoosh …” 

The witch Dragon heavenly flame gradually extinguished, and blood and broken bodies scattered all 

over the ground. 



The blood-stained two-star heaven-immortal instrument summoning talisman slowly fell from the sky. 

Chen Xiaobei reached out and caught it in his palm. 

“My God … This … This is simply …” 

Luo puti’s eyes widened and her mouth opened and closed. She could not form a complete sentence. 

Shocking! Horror! This was inconceivable! 

Luo puti would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would use such a method to kill the enemy and 

take the summoning talisman, a two-star heavenly immortal instrument. 

In Luo puti’s eyes, this was an impossible task. 

But when he thought about it, all of this was because of Chen Xiaobei! 

If Chen Xiaobei had fought with perfected Gu Yue the moment he entered the room, the two-star 

heaven-immortal instrument summoning talisman would have been activated. 

It was because Chen Xiaobei had taken the initiative to court death, causing the enemy to be suspicious 

and afraid of him, that he had the opportunity to kill two birds with one stone. 

Kill the enemy! Talisman snatching! It was the best of both worlds! 

“Let’s go! Let’s go out now and end all the fighting in the southern Warzone!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked back with a smile on his face. He held Luo puti’s hand in one hand and the two-star 

summoning talisman in the other. 

“O-okay …” 

Luo puti was still in shock. 

Without a doubt, after Chen Xiaobei obtained the two-star heaven-immortal instrument summoning 

talisman, he would have the ability to fight his enemies head-on. 

As long as he made the right calculations and did not make any mistakes, the final battle in the southern 

Warzone would be Chen Xiaobei’s victory. 

This was also the reason why Luo puti was so shocked! 

Before Chen Xiaobei’s arrival, the southern Warzone was in a terrible state. They could be wiped out at 

any moment. 

However, in less than ten minutes, Chen Xiaobei had turned the tables around. Luo puti saw a huge 

chance of victory. 

Godly! 

Chen Xiaobei was a God! 

Luo puti could not think of any other words to describe Chen Xiaobei’s actions! Only the word ‘God’ was 

worthy of Chen Xiaobei! 



…… 

When he returned to the real world, Chen Xiaobei took out his two-star divine instrument summoning 

talisman, which shocked everyone. At the same time, it also gave everyone an unprecedented 

confidence in the battle! 

“The next battle will be very simple!” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the enemies here would know more or less about the situation in 

the northern Warzone! Therefore, the ‘cut back’ tactic I used in the northern War zone can no longer be 

used! There’s no need to use it again!” 

“This time, we’ll charge in head-on! No matter what the enemy does, I can deal with it! There’s no need 

for any manipulation or calculation, just directly fight!” 

As soon as he said that, Ying Zheng and the others no longer said any more nonsense, nor did they have 

any doubts. They immediately went down to prepare for the war. 

There was only one word for Chen Xiaobei in everyone’s heart: ” respect! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was here, this battle would be a walk in the park! 

…… 

At noon. 

Beixuan’s Army went all out and crushed the enemy’s line. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not know that after the defeat of the northern Warzone, the southern 

Warzone had entered a state of high alert. 

There were even three extremely powerful reincarnated ancient Celestials who had come to the 

southern Warzone at the same time. 

The next battle would not be as simple as Chen Xiaobei had thought. 

It could even turn into an extremely dangerous battle to the death! 
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Chapter 3278: direct confrontation 

The 300 million troops of beixuan marched toward the enemy camp. 

Chen Xiaobei had the sky-imprisoning painting and the two-star summoning talisman that he had just 

obtained. He could do whatever he wanted in the earth-god Realm. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had absolute confidence in this battle. He did not even think that he would 

lose. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not underestimate his opponent. 

Before the battle began, they made the same arrangement as the northern War zone. 

The yin divine Pearl was charged with 300 billion upper spiritual Qi and passed to Luo puti. 
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Emperor Jiang and six-eared macaque continued to disguise themselves as ordinary soldiers, mixing in 

with the troops of North Mystic. 

Chen Xiaobei activated his Nightstalker outfit and hid himself among the Army. He would adapt to the 

situation on the battlefield. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was very confident in this battle, his clever planning and calculations could 

minimize his losses. So why not? 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

The situation was almost exactly the same as that of the North battle zone. The enemy had long been 

ready for battle, and the power of 300 celestial immortal-level battle formations burst out in one blow! 

Bei Xuan faction was using the same strategy. The front row used the ” Flaming Cloud heavenly evil 

battle formation ” to weaken the power of the enemy’s battle formation, while the back row used the ” 

four phases absolute kill battle formation ” to use an even stronger power to forcefully offset the 

enemy’s charge. 

As such, it was difficult to determine who was superior in the first wave of confrontation. 

Bei Xuan faction’s Army and the enemy’s three billion people needed to rest for a while. They couldn’t 

activate the battle formation again for a while. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

At this moment, the one billion people from the enemy’s side joined the battle and blasted out 

hundreds of heaven immortal level battle formations. 

In fact, the enemy’s arrangement was very scientific and reasonable. 

It was a classic example of taking advantage of your weakness to take your life! 

There was a time difference between the two attacks. Taking advantage of the fact that beixuan’s Army 

couldn’t activate the battle formation again, he launched a fatal attack. 

Hundreds of heaven immortal level battle formations were enough to wipe out all three hundred million 

people. 

Of course, with Chen Xiaobei’s arrival, the situation was completely different! 

“Woof!” 

Luo puti charged into the sky. 

Behind her beautiful body, a ball of Saint Duke’s divine light burst out. The center was golden, and the 

surroundings formed a Rainbow Ring. It was as beautiful as a goddess descending to the world! 

“Divine light blessing!” 

activate! Luo puti shouted as she activated another special ability of her Saint Duke bloodline. 



At the same time, the heavenly Yin divine Pearl also burned 60 billion upper spiritual Qi and suddenly 

burst out with the power of a middle-stage one-star heaven immortal. 

The dark red vital essence instantly surged and transformed into a huge Nine-Tailed Dragon in the air. 

This Mystic Dragon had thorn-like horns, flame-like fur, copper-like scales, and a long tail with nine bone 

spikes. 

This Nine-Tailed devil Dragon was probably a variant of the devil World, and everyone present had never 

seen or heard of it. 

The strangest thing was that the Nine-Tailed Dragon’s size had increased by 30% under the 

enhancement of Saint Duke’s divine light. Its pressure, speed, and strength had also increased by 30%. 

This was extremely terrifying! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

The Nine-Tailed demonic Dragon General’s body moved horizontally like a Copper Mountain range that 

spanned 8000 meters, blocking all the power of the battle formation that was coming at him. 

No less than a hundred one-star heaven immortal level battle formations erupted with power at the 

same time, but they were all blocked. 

What was even more terrifying was that the Nine-Tailed Demon Dragon’s energy had not been 

exhausted. It was even launching a counterattack at the enemy’s formation. 

Obviously, this was all thanks to Saint Duke’s divine light. 

Without this blessing, although the Nine-Tailed Demon Dragon could still resist the enemy’s attack, it 

would not have any energy left after the resistance. 

With this additional power, the power of the heavenly Yin divine Pearl was increased by 30%, far 

surpassing any other magic treasure of the same level. 

“Hiss!” 

In an instant, the Nine-Tailed Demon Dragon had already pushed forward and landed on top of the 

enemy’s head. 

Although there was only a small portion of the Nine-Tailed Dragon’s energy left, a starving camel was 

still bigger than a horse. Even if it was only a small portion, it was still a crushing force that the ordinary 

soldiers would definitely not be able to resist. 

Once the Nine-Tailed Demon Dragon that spanned across 8000 meters came crashing down, the 

enemy’s casualties would exceed 100 million in minutes! 

Furthermore, most of the enemy’s battle formations would be scattered. 

If beixuan’s Army could recover and activate the power of the battle formation again, it would deal a 

destructive blow to the enemy, and the outcome of the battle would be decided in an instant. 

“Boom boom boom …” 



There was no doubt that the enemy would not allow such a situation to happen. 

With a series of explosions, a terrifyingly powerful force suddenly erupted from the enemy’s formation. 

That’s right! 

The enemy had directly used a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman! Not only did he 

have to protect himself, but he also had to push back the beixuan Army! 

“Clang!!!” 

In an instant, from the place where the power erupted, a huge amount of true core strength surged and 

gathered, rapidly transforming into a 30000-meter-long sword that reached the sky! 

The giant sword was a dazzling silver, as if it was formed by the convergence of thousands of stars. 

The body of the sword was densely covered with runes. It was a strange Xuan formation that seemed to 

contain billions of stars. 

As soon as the sword edge was out, the entire space was covered by a vast sword intent. The wind and 

clouds, the plants, the earth, and even time and space became swords. 

The sword rose, and the universe moved! 

The sword fell, and all life was destroyed! 

“Woof!” 

The huge stargaze sword struck down and annihilated the Nine-Tailed Demon Dragon in an instant. 

There was no doubt that a two-star heaven immortal would crush a one-star heaven immortal. 

Moreover, this was only the beginning! 

“Clang!!!” 

The sword’s power didn’t decrease at all as it slashed towards bei Xuan faction’s camp. 

In an instant, everything in the world seemed to have turned into endless sword Qi and slashed down at 

the beixuan soldier. 

None of the 300 million beixuan soldiers would be able to survive the terrifying sword intent. They 

would all be cut into pieces and die with grievances. 

“Woof!” 

But it was obvious that the beixuan Army wasn’t going to be slaughtered at this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei had been secretly protecting them! 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei took out his two-star heaven-immortal item summoning talisman. 

This level of power was beyond Chen Xiaobei’s ability to withstand. He had to use brute force against 

brute force to ensure everyone’s safety. 



“Hua … Clang!” 

In an instant, Chen Xiaobei’s talisman turned into a huge purple scimitar. 

This curved blade was shaped like a Black Moon and had an arc of no less than thirty thousand meters. It 

gave off a strange purple lightning and countless ancient inscriptions that were constantly evolving. 

A terrifying saber intent suddenly burst out, not any weaker than the enemy’s sword intent. 

The saber slashed out and transformed into nine Mystic blades, causing the void to tremble! 

A divine sword against a heavenly blade! A pin against an awn! 
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3279 Gao Yan of the clan of enlightenment 

“BOOM! Boom boom boom …” 

A terrifying explosion erupted in the air. The sound alone was enough to make the billions of people 

present feel pain in their eardrums and palpitate. 

Two two-star heaven immortal level powers collided with each other, and it was like Mars hitting the 

earth, bursting out a terrifying shock wave. 

The collision took place 10000 meters above the ground. The shock wave was weakened to a large 

extent. 

However, the moment it landed on the ground, it caused the earth to shake violently. It even affected 

the land within a radius of hundreds of millions of miles, causing a small earthquake. 

Both the beixuan Army and the enemy’s four billion Allied forces were thrown off their feet. 

After the huge earthquake, those who could still stand were all top powerhouses on both sides. 

From the small to the big, just the sound and shock wave were already so terrifying. One could imagine 

how terrifying the collision of true essence power was at the core of the collision! 

In the blink of an eye, it was as if the heavens had trembled. 

The White clouds dispersed, the gray wind swirled, and even the sunlight was temporarily distorted. 

Terrifying! 

It was extremely terrifying! 

Apart from the reincarnated ancient Immortals, everyone was shocked by the scene before them. 

This was the first time that a two-star heaven-immortal artifact summoning talisman had unleashed its 

power in the earth-god Realm! 
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Last time, the enemy had detonated one within the “profound North imprisoning sky portrait.” 

However, the imprisoning sky space was reinforced by the “endless Dead Sea formation” and the 

underworld mountain armor, so its power was not directly displayed. 

This was the first time that Chen Xiaobei had truly experienced the power of a two-star divine 

instrument! 

This power was beyond anything that Chen Xiaobei had ever seen. It was indescribably powerful. 

At that moment, the two powers collided at an altitude of 10000 meters and canceled out 99% of each 

other’s power. The remaining 1% of the Power’s aftermath could cause such a shocking result. 

If he were to put himself in the other’s shoes, if such a power were to explode directly on the ground 

with 100% certainty, a Holy region would probably be directly blown apart, and even the entire Nanzhan 

state would have a terrible earthquake. 

That’s right! 

This was the power of a two-star celestial immortal! 

For this reason, honored Lord of the origin forbade the Three Realms red envelope group from privately 

sending red packets to the human world. Not only did Dao ancestor support it, but even sect leader 

Tongtian had no objections. 

Compared to the power of a heaven immortal, everything in the human world was extremely fragile. 

If the heavenly Lord of the origin did not impose any restrictions, a mid-to late-stage two-star heaven 

immortal item could probably destroy a large province, and a three-star heaven immortal item could 

destroy the entire human world. 

Of course, while the heavenly Lord of the Origin’s restriction protected the earth-god Realm, his main 

purpose was to restrict Chen Xiaobei. 

If Chen Xiaobei was from the clan of enlightenment, the heavenly Lord of the origin would not have 

imposed such a restriction. 

Therefore, this old thief didn’t have any good intentions. He was just selfish and happened to judge a 

good thing. 

“Whoosh …” 

Finally, the violent earthquake gradually subsided, and the divine Sword Heaven knife in the sky also 

gradually exhausted its energy and disappeared. 

After the two trump cards cancelled each other out, the final battle officially began. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

31 figures suddenly charged out of the local army formation. 

These 31 people were all reincarnated earth level deities, one more than the previous 30. 



It was obvious that this extra person was a super expert who had rushed over to provide support after 

receiving news of the northern side’s defeat. 

“Chen Zhufeng! I know you’re here, what kind of man are you to hide your head and show your tail? Just 

show yourself!” 

The man was flying at the very front. He was full of confidence and was not afraid to fight Chen Xiaobei 

at all. He even provoked Chen Xiaobei. 

“You’re quite courageous. I don’t think you’re an ordinary person!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confident, so he did not hide anything. He removed his invisibility and flew into 

the sky on the somersault cloud. 

[ ding Yingluo discovered reincarnated ancient immortal, Gao Yan! ] 

[ Gao Yan: a disciple of the tribe of severity before death. His primordial spirit was sealed after his death. 

He was given the title of the first among the 36 heavenly generals of the War Department of the 

celestial heavens, the star of heavenly leader! ] 

[ cause of ding Lingling’s death: after the God-killing sword formation was broken, sect leader Tongtian 

led the disciples of the tribe of severity to lay out the great formation of ten thousand Immortals. Then 

they were besieged by the four Saints of the heavenly way and the high-level experts of the tribe of 

enlightenment. The formation was broken, and they were killed! ] 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had expected, the introduction of the other 30 reincarnated ancient Celestials in 

the Three Realms illustrations was very simple. 

Only Gao Yan’s introduction was different. 

It was famous on Investiture of the Gods! In the ancient times, he had followed sect leader Tongtian and 

fought against the four heavenly path Saints! 

These were the two things that made Gao Yan stand out from the rest, and also the reason why he was 

qualified to stand in front of the thirty people and talk to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Zhufeng, you did it! 

Gao Yan narrowed his eyes and said in a deep voice, ” I couldn’t believe it when I received the news of 

the defeat in the northern War zone. But since you’re here, everything can be explained! In the entire 

earth-god Realm, only you have the ability to reverse the situation in the northern War zone!” 

“Senior brother is too kind.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “Not only will I turn the situation in the North, but I will also decide 

the victory and defeat of the South!” 

“Senior brother?” 

Gao Yan’s eyes flashed with coldness and he said indifferently, ” I’m no longer a disciple of the tribe of 

severity. This time, I’m officially a member of the clan of enlightenment. I’ll fight you to the death! 



you’re just saying that because you’ve lost your heart. One day, I’ll help you regain your heart and your 

freedom! Choose your position again!” 

“Stop dreaming!” 

Gao Yan said disdainfully,”you can’t do it!” The winner of the immeasurable cultivation tribulation will 

still be the clan of enlightenment!” 

“You still have to have dreams. What if they come true?” 

“I already have ten Shixiong who were on Investiture of the Gods under my control!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

And you will be the eleventh!” 

“Hmph! You’re very confident!” 

Gao Yan’s face was cold, and he said seriously,”what makes you think you’ve already got me?” Aren’t 

you afraid that you’ll be in trouble? Instead, I captured him directly?” 

“I’m afraid senior brother doesn’t know my trump card!” 

you’ve already used up your two-star heaven-immortal instrument summoning talisman. From now on, 

I’m in charge of everything here! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Heh, do you think I’m an idiot? You don’t know anything, you don’t make any preparations, and you 

just come here to die?” 

Gao Yan was not afraid at all. Instead, he sneered and said, ” “The two-star heaven immortal item 

summoning talisman you mentioned is the trump card of the southern war zone, not my trump card!” 

“What!” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. “You’ve brought other trump cards?” 
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3280 The Grand Wizard Houtu 

you, Chen Zhufeng, have already turned the entire earth-god Realm upside down. I’m not blind. If I 

wasn’t fully prepared, why would I come here to die? ” 

Gao Yan was a smart man. He knew how strong Chen Xiaobei was, and he would not come to help him 

when he was not confident. 

In other words, since he dared to show up here, he must have a trump card that could overpower Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“Don’t tell me you have another two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were furrowed. He tried to look calm, but he was already very nervous. 

If Gao Yan had taken out another two-star divine immortal card, he would have crushed all of Chen 

Xiaobei’s trump cards and won the battle. 
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He had just witnessed the power of a two-star heaven-immortal item summoning talisman. If Gao Yan 

had another one, not only would he lose this battle, but Chen Xiaobei and all the members of bei Xuan 

would also die without a place to be buried. They would not even have the chance to escape. 

“You’re thinking too much,” 

Gao Yan shrugged and said, ” two-star heaven immortal item summoning talismans have just been 

developed. There aren’t many of them. Each one has been distributed to the most needed places! I was 

originally carrying out a mission behind the scenes, so I don’t need this kind of immortal talisman.” 

“It’s not a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman? What’s that?” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief, but he did not dare to relax. 

Gao Yan used to be a disciple of the tribe of severity and the heavenly leader star of the heavenly court. 

After his reincarnation, he would definitely be put in an important position by the clan of 

enlightenment. Even if they didn’t give him the summoning talisman of a two-star heaven immortal 

item, they would definitely give him other trump cards. 

Even if this trump card was not as powerful as a two-star heaven immortal item summoning talisman, it 

was definitely not to be underestimated. 

“Tiankui space!” 

Gao Yan raised his hand and casually snapped his fingers. 

If one didn’t look closely, it would be hard to notice that a tiny Meru space had already fallen into his 

palm. 

“Whoosh …” 

Gao Yan waved his hand, and a dazzling silver light suddenly bloomed in the Meru space, and a space 

gate appeared in the void. 

“You … What do you mean by this?” Chen Xiaobei did not understand what Gao Yan was trying to do 

with the Meru space. 

It should be known that the Meru space did not have any offensive power at all. Although it could take 

living people in, it would only work if the person being taken in lost consciousness or did not resist. 

At this moment, Chen Xiaobei was very clear-headed, and he could not accept the fact that he had been 

accepted. 

In this way, the appearance of the Meru space was completely meaningless. It could not change the 

direction of the battle at all. 

Unless … 

“Bro bei! Be careful! I’m afraid that something will come out of that space!” 

die! Di Jiang, who was hiding in the formation, let out a roar. He could not care less about hiding his 

identity anymore and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 



“Whoosh …” 

Sure enough, with a strange fluctuation of true Qi, an elegant and beautiful figure slowly walked out of 

the space gate. 

It was a woman who looked to be in her early twenties. 

Her eyes were peaceful and her face was calm. 

Her entire being exuded a peaceful aura that was in harmony with heaven and earth. She was like a 

Snow Lotus between heaven and earth, so beautiful that it was transcendent. 

For a moment, regardless of friend or foe, as long as they saw her, they would feel like they were 

bathing in the spring breeze. 

Even Chen Xiaobei, who had a strong mental state, could not help but feel very comfortable. He could 

not even feel any hostility towards her. 

The surrounding people naturally didn’t need to say anything. They were all appeased by this woman’s 

aura. His hot blood, fighting spirit, hostility, and killing intent had all disappeared without him knowing. 

“Not good! It’s Houtu!” 

Just as everyone was feeling relaxed, Emperor Jiang let out an extremely nervous shout, ” “Bro bei! 

Otherwise, you will die without a doubt!” 

universe reversal!!! 

Emperor Jiang didn’t dare to be careless. He directly used his most powerful primordial spirit special 

ability. 

He didn’t even try to conserve his mental energy, and instead, he pushed his discipline to its peak state. 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, an invisible spatial cage directly enveloped the woman. 

Di Jiang’s primordial spirit contained the law of space. As long as he was trapped in the space cage, he 

would be trapped in an independent space and would not be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei. 

However, Di Jiang did not let his guard down. He was still charging at Chen Xiaobei. 

Without a doubt, Emperor Jiang knew who this woman was and how terrifying she was. 

“Seamless … Reincarnation!” 

Sure enough, in the next moment, the woman only said these four words calmly, and Emperor Jiang’s 

space cage instantly underwent an extremely strange change! 

“Whoosh … Weng!” 

The invisible space cage suddenly flew back, trapping Emperor Jiang inside. 

“Shit! Houtu has already reached the half-step heaven immortal realm!” 



Emperor Jiang turned pale with fright. As the ancestor of space sorcery, he could clearly feel that the 

space cage that trapped him had exceeded the limit of his cultivation. 

Unless the woman took the initiative to stop, Emperor Jiang would not be able to break free. 

what … What’s going on?! 

It was because Emperor Jiang and the woman were so fast that everything happened in a flash. 

Chen Xiaobei and the rest of the people were pleasantly surprised when Di Jiang was completely under 

their control. They looked at the woman who Di Jiang called Houtu! 

This woman was extremely terrifying! 

He had just appeared and Chen Xiaobei had already lost one of his generals! Moreover, it was Emperor 

Jiang, the head of the twelve ancestors of Sorcery! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that even Emperor Jiang was no match for Hou Tu. No one from bei 

Xuan faction could block Hou Tu’s attack without using any magic weapons! 

“Emperor River! What was going on? Who is that woman?” what’s wrong? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, 

realizing the seriousness of the problem. 

Houtu … She’s the younger sister, the twelfth of the twelve ancestors of sorcery … 

Emperor Jiang’s mood was extremely complicated, and his voice was bitter. originally, her cultivation 

was the weakest. But before the war between the Sorcerer and demon tribes, in order to win a chance 

for survival for the Wu tribe, she sacrificed her life and evolved the six paths of earth realm, completing 

the law of reincarnation and obtaining infinite merit … 

after her death, she fell into the underworld. She comprehended the law of reincarnation and changed 

the special ability of her primordial spirit … She became the most powerful existence among the twelve 

ancestors of Sorcery! 

she can use reincarnation to reflect any of our attacks back to us … At this moment, her cultivation base 

is higher than mine, so I can’t break free from the spatial cage she sent back … 

The Grand Wizard Houtu! 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart was filled with shock, and at the same time, he had many questions! 

Of course, he didn’t have time to think about all the questions. 

That was because an even more terrifying dead end had already begun to take shape! 

The heavenly Tribulation was coming! 


